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PREPAID MEDICAL AID SCHEMES*

I. C. VERSTER, President, Cape Western Branch (M.A.S.A.), 1962

23 February 1963

Each year, when the President makes his valedictory address
at the conclusion of hi term of office, he ha usually selected
his subject from a vast variety of material available and has
made his particular choice either because of its unusual
interest, or because he is especially well versed in it, or

because he i able to present
ome new aspect of the sub-

ject. This year none of these
apply becau e my talk ha been
dictated more by circumstance
than by choice, by the im
portance of the subjeet rather
than its interest, and by a sense
of duty towards members of
this Branch.

Tonight I wish to talk to you
about the important moves that
are taking place at government
level which will no doubt lead
to a profound change in the
practice of medicine as we
know it today. I think it is
most important to inform
Branch members of what is
taking place in medico-political
circles in order that they may

Dr. Verster take an active interest in thi~

development and evolution.
Many of you are already well informed about the matters of
which I will speak, and I therefore crave your indulgence and
forbearance. I have no wish to preach to the converted, but
hope to interest those Branch members who know little of
what is taking place. And sometimes even the most devout
derive benefit from repetition.

One of the main attractions that medicine holds for us is
that it is not a static science, but one that is constantlv
changing a new concepts and discoveries omt the old and
often long-established teachings. The doctor, like his science,
has to keep abreast of the times and, with a supple flexibility
of mind, be prepared to accept that what is regarded as true
today may be proved false tomorrow, and what is new today
may be antiquated tomorrow - this being the way in which
our science progresses from day to day. But the scientific
doctor does not accept that what is new is of necessity better.
He wants proof, or at least a convincing argument, that the
newer tenets justify the rejection of the old.

But the average medical man is not nearly as scientific in
his outlook and actions when it pertains to his mode of life
or the manner in which he practises medic;ne. The majority
are quite prepared to leave matters of medica-political
importance to others to debate and decide, but reserve the
right to criticize those who have acted on their behalf and
condemn their decisions if they consider them unwise. Would
it not be far wiser for them to take an intelligent interest in
these matters from their inception, and to offer comment and
constructive criticism as they develop rather than futile con
demnation at the end. Our well-known, often catatonic, apathy
toward such matters must now give place tn intelligent cere
bration and concerted action, or we will find that the im
pending 'winds of change' have blown over us without d;s
turbing one forelock of our complacency. But since it is the
duty of Branch executives to draw the attention of members
to matters of imp"rtance, I have tonight decided to devote
this talk. to. th~ cha~ges pending in our medical lives, by
firstly pamtmg m a little of the background and then trying
~o p~int .out some of the salient features, with the hope that
It wIll stimulate some thought and careful consideration.

Group medical in urance has received a good deal of
attention and thought ince World War II as a means of
safeguarding the health of the community, for there seems
little doubt that some form of prepaid medical care is the
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modem way of in uring the health of the public - in this
way the cost of illness is pooled and distributed into average
amounts, which inflicts little financial hardship on the indivi
dual and allows the cost of sickness to come within his
budgetable means. Various schemes for implementing this
ideal have been brought into existence all over the world
with varying succes. For any scheme of prepaid health
in urance to be workable, it must be acceptable to the State,
the doctor and the patient. Thus far, no scheme has been
evolved which has been enthusiastically acclaimed by all three
groups as being the ideal solution, but over the years various
plans have come into being which are at least acceptable and
practical.

In various countries, health insurance has become compul
sory, whereas in others it is on a voluntary basis. as in the
United States and South Africa. The British ational Health
Service has been in operation for many years now and has
shown up some of the shortcomings of a compulsory scheme.
There are few of us who would welcome working under such
a service. Recently the Pre ident of the British Medical
Association announced that less men were being attracted to
the medical profession and that if it were not for temporary
overseas graduates, a serious shortage would exist. In the
United States, on the other hand, the Blue Cross is just one
of the medical insurance organizations which gives nation
wide cover on a voluntary basis. Let me point out here that
medical aid has a preferellliaJ tariff of fees, designed for
groups of JOI"er and middle income bracket patients.

In South Africa preoaid group medical schemes are divided
into (I) medical benefit groups, (2) medical aid societies, and
(3) medical assurance, that is medical aid sponsored by
assurance companies.

The first medical aid scheme, the De Beers Consolidated
Mines Ltd. Benefit Society, was started in 1889. During the
next 20 years, 6 more such schemes came into existence. By
1939 the number had risen to 48. After 1945 the numbers
increased rapidly and by 1960 there were over 200. Further
more, the two assurance companies that sponsored larl1;e
scale group medical aid are today believed to cover 8,000
groups.

There has also been a steady increase in the number of
persons belonging to medic-al aid schemes, e.g. from 1940 - 1%0
the membership of the U.,ited Banks Medical Aid Society
increased from 5,000 to 20,000. that nf the Civil Service
Medical Aid Association from 900 to 9,000, and that of the
Durban Municipal Employees Medical Aid Society from 200
to 1,80:>. Today approximately 1·5 million E:Jropeans enjoy
privileges in regard to medical expenses.

But what of the res' of our Ellfopean population? Two
main groups remain: (I) The high income group who can
afford private mp.dical care and who do not require group
medical cover. This group is small and presents no real
problem; and, even thou~h they are theoretically debarred
from ;>,cquiring medical aid cover u'1der our present system.
nevertheless many do achieve it. (2) The other class is of
course the indigent poor. who cannot afford a~y medical
,<Ire and wilo have to rely on the State for medi(;<ll protec
tion. This is indeed a good thin~ providf"A:! that they can be
hospitali7ed or are a'· le to attend hospital outpatient depart
ments. Their domiciliary cover is however inadequate and
leaves rPOm for much improvement. Our large non-European
population falls almost entirely into this group.

Our Government. cons~ious of the rising cost of .medical
care, the shortcomings in adequate cover, and the large
numbers who could not afford to be ill. se, up two com
missions to investigate the problf'-m - the Reinacn Com
mi sion and the Snyman Commission.

The Reinach Commis,i0n was appoif!~ed in January 1960
and consisted of Or. N. Reina::h of the Denartment of
Agriculture, who is not a medical doctor, and 1\1r. Lindeque
of the Department of Labour. They were instructed to
investigate, consider and report on the defrayal of the high
cost of medical services and medicine by the instrumentality
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of (I) medical aid and benefit schemes and/or (2) insurance
schemes, and the desirability that the State should encourage
and safeguard such schemes. I have been fortunate in seeing
a copy of tlUs report, although it is not generally available
as yet.

The important recommendations of this Commission may
be briefly summarized as follows:

I. Medical aid membership should be compulsory, whereby
the healthy subsidize the sick.

2. The income of members should not be a determining
factor.

3. Complete uniformity among all schemes.
4. Provincial hospitals should not discriminate between

members and non-members of schemes.
5. No compulsion with regard to the payment for medicines

by the schemes.
6. The State should subsidize administrative costs.
7. Provision for dependents, pensioners and widows should

be made.
8. TO member be excluded on grounds of ill-health.
9. A Central Board be established to control and mediate

in disputes between schemes and the Medical Association.
10. A central fund be established.

The Snyman Commission was a larger body under the
chairmanship of Prof. H. W. Snyman, and was appointed to
enquire into the high costs of medical services and medicines
and anything pertaining thereto in all its aspects. Alth~ugh

this commission completed its investigation about a year ago,
its report is not yet available to the general (medical) public
and, therefore, its contents are unknown. I am led to believe
that the report of the Reinach Commission was embodied in
the Snyman report in its entirety, so that for practical purposes
there is only one report - which the medical profession has yet
to see.

But the Government has already acted on this report by
establishing the Central Board envisaged, under the chairman
ship of Dr. Reinach, and it would appear that he has already
actively set about implementing the recommendations referred
to previously. Furthermore, it is expected that Parliament will
legislate to give this body statutory powers with possible far
reaching effects. Dr. Reinach is no doubt a very capable
man and a man of action who lets no grass grow under his
feet. But are not things moving a little too quickly? The
medical profession as a whole has had no chance to com
ment on these impending changes and, without full informa
tion, how can they comment? Surely the availability of the
Snyman report is a prerequisite: We can see that many of
the recommendations put forward by Or. Reinach are contrary
to established medical aid practice and at variance with the
present agreements between the Medical Association and

medical aid societies. If these recommendations are imple
mented it means that there will no longer be private patients,
since all Europeans will belong ,to a medical aid scheme. Will
the medical aid societies be able to operate economically
with the additional burden of pensioners and widows, and
will the smaller benefit societies urvive or will they be
engulfed by more powerful schemes? Will our teaching
hospitals be affected and will they till have adequate
clinical material available for the instruction of students?
And what of the Medical As ociation? Will the Association
become completely subservient to the Central Board in it
dealings with Medical Aid Societies? And will the doctor,
by being restricted to a fixed fee, perchance be obliged
economically to sacrifice quality for quantity, or may we
envisage that seniority, skill and experience will gain the recog
nition that it deserves in an amended tariff?

These and many other questions need to be answered. As
yet we do not know what further recommendations are
embodied in the Snyman report. The Council of the Cape
Western Branch has, as you may have already heard, formed
a Vigilance Committee to watch these development and
keep members informed. Other Branches share our deep
interest and perplexity.

The Chairman of Federal Council ha asked branches to
forward their comments and recommendations to Federal
Council by 31 March 1963. We can but hope that by then we
will have had more information and ample opportunity of
making suitable comments and recommendations, which will
help our Federal Councillors to formulate conclusions,
representing medical opinion throughout the Republic, for
transmission to the Central Board.

Let me make it quite clear that I can express no opinion
as to whether these developments will be beneficial or
detrimental. Who can say with our present stage of knowledge?
I am sure most doctors welcome our Government's investiga
tion into the ways and means of improvinj!: medical services
throughout our country, for are we not dedicated to succour
the sick and help all who need medical care? But we would
also welcome and should insist upon, the opportunity to
express our opinion adequately on matters which are pertinent
to us and which may affect our future, and to be kept
informed of developments as they occur.

It is essential that we keep a watchful eye on the future,
analysing all eventualities with a clear. unbiased and open
mind - expressing our opinions freely, but giving due
deference to the opinions of others. In this way our Medical
Association will help to ensure that whatever scheme even
tuates, it will have had the benefit of adequate thought and
expression, and that no stone will be left untumed in the
quest for a service that will be beneficial and equitable to the
patient, the doctor and the State alike.

ABSTRACT

CONGENITAL ABNORMALITIES DUE TO THALIDOMIDE

From The Lancet, 3 and 10 November 1962 (2, 931 and 986)

In order to assess the likely demands for special hospital 12 with both arms and both legs absent; major defects of
facilities, the Ministry of Health on I August 1962 asked all both arms 51, of both legs 18, of both arms and legs 13;
medical officers of health in England and Wales to submit legs absent and major defects of arms 5; arms absent and
details concerning every baby known to have a congenital major defects .of legs 8.
deformity born to a woman who had taken thalidomide during (2) 45 with single limb deformities, as follows: absence of
pregnancy, in 1960, 1961, and 1962 up to 31 August, by which one arm 3, of one leg 2; major defects of one arm 33, of one
time all the babies likely to be affected by the drug would leg 7.
probably have been born. In addition, information was asked (3) 53 with minor deformities of hands and feet, a follow:
for concerning all children born with limb deformities whether hands only 35, feet only 4, hands and feet 14. .
.or not the mother had taken thalidomide. Of the 408 surviving children with limb deformities (talipes

A total of 805 babies born alive with limb deformities was excluded) whose mothers had not taken thalidomide, 86 had
reported. Of these, 153 had subsequently died (including 85 gross deformities, 85 had one limb affecled, and 237 had
where the mother had taken thalidomide). minor limb deformities. Thus over half the children with

Of the 652 surviving children, in 244 the mothers had abnormalities following thalidomide had gross deformities,
definitely or possibly taken thalidomide, though at what stage compared with about one-fifth among children in whose
of pregnancy cannot be Slated precisely. These 244 babies abnormality thalidomide was not implicated.
fall into 3 groups: Besides the 244 babies with limb deformities attributed to

(I) 146 with gross deformities of 2, 3 or 4 limbs, as thalidomide, 61 children (3 had subsequently died) whose
follows: 36 with both arms absent, 3 with both legs absent, mothers had taken thalidomide had other congenital malf.or-




